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Introduction
This report highlights the role that responsible management education plays in the International Business
and Politics (BSc IBP) programme. Through the Curriculum Development project, the CBS PRME office has
sought to identify and explore which competencies
related to responsible management are acquired by
BSc IBP students during their time in the programme.
This report presents results based on findings from
student focus groups and from meetings and on-going interaction with faculty members. The purpose
is to address explicitly how these competencies are
integrated within different courses and to encourage
a coherent progression across the entire programme.
The IBP programme places particular importance on
developing students’ critical thinking and the ability
to question the assumptions behind theories. Students should be able to see issues from various perspectives, as BSc IBP is a platform that teaches both
business and politics. Following the restructuring of
BSc IBP, which began to take effect from Septem-

ber 2015, the programme is now organised in four
interlocking themes: politics, economics, business
and methods.
This report surveys the different courses that collectively constitute the BSc IBP programme and identifies faculty members who are leading the implementation of responsible management education in the
programme. The links between business, politics and
society are seen as central constructs in the programme.
The current IBP BSc Competency Profile outlines the
skills that students will possess on completion. These
include the ability to identify, analyse and evaluate
problems related to interactions between businesses, national and international political institutions,
and non-governmental organisations, using theories
and methods from business studies, economics, political science and international political economy.

Competency Profile
The IBP Study Board held lengthy discussions with students and teaching staff during 2016 to consider the ways
in which the programme could most effectively address issues of sustainability and inequality and establish
them as a ‘red thread’ throughout IBP. In September 2016, after holding a workshop, the Study Board unanimously agreed to seek the addition of the following paragraph to the IBP Competency Profile:
The academic environment and the courses that collectively constitute IBP are international in
character. Some issues, including the sustainable management of resources and the inequalities
associated with for example race, ethnicity and gender are addressed across much of the programme. Participating students not only acquire the skills and competencies identified above
but also a mature independence and commitment to cooperative, team-based forms of working.
Sustainability and inequality are addressed in various ways throughout the programme, and are considered
in greater depth in the following courses: Political and Economic Thought (1st semester); EU Business and
Politics (2nd semester); International Political Economy, Organisational Analysis, International Economics (3rd
semester); International Business Strategy, Comparative Political Economy (4th semester); Political Economy of
Development and Business and Global Governance (6th semester).
We would like to express our gratitude to all those who contributed to this project. In particular, we would like
to thank the IBP Programme Director, Edward Ashbee, for his continuous support.

Semester Review of Responsible Management at BSc IBP
First Semester
Responsibility Day is the first opportunity for BSc IBP students to reflect on business practices through the lens of their study programme.
During this day, responsible management education is presented
through a selected case, which is then critically discussed by the students. Georg Wernicke was the IBP faculty representative for Responsibility Day in 2015, while Duncan Wigan facilitated the day in 2016.

Semester 1
Political Science
Political and Economic Thought
Applied Microeconomics

In 2016, the Intro programme for incoming students incorporated a Model United Nations (MUN) exercise/simulation introducing many of the issues associated with responsibility.
Political Science now considers ‘challenges to dominant ideologies’ within the first few weeks of the course. This
section of the course surveys the challenges posed by questions of sustainable development, as well as debates
about inequality and institutional disadvantage.
Political and Economic Thought presents and discusses central thinkers in the history of Western political theory
and economics. The class Institutionalism: Classical and ‘New’ targets long-term and institutional perspectives
on capitalism as well as the new way of economic thinking, inequality and the new moral paradigm to which
society and companies have to adapt. In addition, this class introduces students to business ethics and CSR,
including the UN Declaration on Human Rights, the UN Global Compact and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises.

Second Semester
EU Business and Politics aims at providing students with a deep understanding of, among other issues, the EU institutions and how they
interact with business and social actors to produce legislation. The
course has three sessions in which issues of responsible management and politics are touched upon: Corporate response to market
integration: analysis of the business environment, EU labour market
policies and social partners; Varieties of welfare states in Europe and
free movement of labour. The focus of the course is less on the management perspective and more on market regulation, with the two
perspectives being complementary. Students are taught that the need
for responsible management would be minimal if markets were regulated in accordance with sustainability principles and if rules were
thoroughly enforced.

Semester 2
EU Business and Politics
Accounting
Macroeconomics
Statistics

Third Semester
International Political Economy introduces students to theories and cases from trade, finance and production with the key institutional actors
around the world. The course uses the financial crisis, offshore banking regulations, and Apple Inc.’s global supply chain as cases for discussion. These cases shed light on the questionable practice of large
corporations taking advantage of financial loopholes to avoid taxes
and to boost profits.

Semester 3
International Political Economy
Organisational Analysis
International Economics
Qualitative Methods

Organisational Analysis provides students with a basic understanding of business in a global context. It highlights
how organisations are formed in different environments and how organisational structures come about. More
concretely, it addresses organisational difficulties such as dealing with different cultures in the workplace.
Aspects of CSR and environmental policies are also touched upon and illustrated through the case of a recycling
plant in South America which failed due to poor management structures and lack of financing from developed
nations.
In International Economics, students learn how trade theories and policies affect markets, prices, supply and
demand on a global scale. They are also introduced to the social and environmental effects of such trade. Each
lecture includes a ‘shake up’ session in which trade is examined in reality, rather than theoretically. In the 5th
lecture, the Heckscher-Ohlin model is introduced, including a discussion of the effects of trade and equality in a
broader sense, and stressing that trade can in fact damage welfare in the long run. This discussion touches on
issues such as how money encroaches on rights, that equality exists under the law though not in practice and
child labour. Coupled with this lecture is a case study reading titled “North-South Income Inequality”. Furthermore, during a session on trade policy, the notion of Pollution Havens is introduced through the practice of shipbreaking. Students reflect upon the fact that Danish and multinational companies use places such as Bangladesh
to retire their ships for the purpose of costs cutting. Finally, running throughout the course are in-class student
debates, leading to class discussions. Topics include banning Danish companies from using sweatshops abroad
and limiting trade to protect the environment.

Fourth Semester
Semester 4
International Business Strategy guides students through different business internationalisation strategies and theories. The course focuses
on modern strategies and globalisation, aiming to provide students
with knowledge of alternative theories and perspectives on international business. The course further familiarises students with the issue
of institutional environments, which affects international businesses. Themes of diversity and corruption are also touched upon in this
course. The course uses a broad variety of case studies, such as the
case of Tom’s shoe, that highlight how CSR is increasingly used in
business internationalisation strategies.

International Business Strategy
Comparative Political Economy
Corporate Finance
Philosophy of Social Science and
Applied Qualitative Methods

Comparative Political Economy is a largely theoretical course that encourages critical thinking. Students are introduced to the main theoretical approaches in the field of comparative political economy and are encouraged to
assess the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches. The course examines and compares some of the
national economic systems used in a variety of countries. This allows the students themselves to assess the
merits and drawbacks of each system. These positive and negative aspects are illustrated through examples
of employment protection, wage comparisons, and the link between the fall of the housing market and the
financial crisis.

Fifth Semester
This semester is dedicated to an exchange, elective course or an internship within a company. Of the 107 electives available to students
on the BSc IBP programme, 8 directly address issues of responsible
management, including Introduction to Sustainable Business, Scandinavian Sustainability & Corporate Social Responsibility and Greening
Product and Service Design Processes.

Sixth Semester
Political Economy of Development addresses responsibility by highlighting
the role of private and state actors and the potential adverse consequences of the interplay between them in developing world markets.
The potential hazards arising from the interplay between business and
society are also examined. These relationships are illustrated through
development theories. Issues of sustainability and business ethics are
drawn upon throughout the course. For example, the case of footballs
made using cheap labour in Pakistan highlights the effects of globalisation and the ever-increasing knowledge-gap between consumers
and producers.

Semester 5
Elective Courses, Exchange or Internship

Semester 6
Political Economy of Development
Business and Global Governance
Bachelor Thesis

Business and Global Governance analyses the institutions, actors and processes involved in the development of
global political, institutional and societal frameworks. Issues such as global business regulation and multilateral
agreements are discussed in depth. This allows students to develop a better understanding of who shapes the
global institutional frameworks to which we are exposed on a daily basis. A case on sustainable forestry is used
to illustrate how global institutions have worked together to curb global deforestation, leading to policies on
forestry that will be implemented in countries around the world in order to address the deforestation issue.
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Contacts and Resources
Below we have a list of the key people associated with BSc IBP, which you may find useful:

IBP Ambassadors
Associate Professor Edward Ashbee and the vice-chair of the IBP Study Board have both agreed to be the ambassadors for the BSc IBP programme. Please feel free to contact them if you have any questions regarding responsible
management education within the programme.

Julian Blaauw:

Edward Ashbee:

E-mail:

Tel:
E-mail:

jubl14ab@
student.cbs.dk

3815 3073
ea.dbp@cbs.dk

IBP Programme Manager

IBP Programme Director
Associate Professor Edward Ashbee serves as
the Programme Director for BSc IBP.

Helle Bunde serves as the Programme Manager
for the BSc IBP programme.

Edward Ashbee:

Helle Bunde:

Tel:
E-mail:

Tel:
E-mail:

3815 3073
ea.dbp@cbs.dk

PRME Project Manager

PRME Academic Director

Lavinia Iosif-Lazar is responsible for the Curriculum Development project. Please send any
suggestions for amendments to her.

Professor Kai Hockerts is the Academic Director
of the Curriculum Development project.

Lavinia Iosif-Lazar:
Tel:
E-mail:

3815 3189
hbu.stu@cbs.dk

3815 3123
li.msc@cbs.dk

This report refers to the Autumn semester, 2016.

Kai Hockerts:
Tel:
E-mail:
cc:

3815 3175
kho.msc@cbs.dk
mmms.edu@cbs.dk

